Alignment of Defense Contractors’ Innovation
Strategies With US DOD RDT&E Plans:
The Winners and Losers.
A new analysis by Vector Analytics based on the FY19 budget request.
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This new report from Vector Analytics
provides defense contractors with an
assessment of how well their innovation
and patenting strategy matches the US
Department of Defense’s 5-year Research
and Development plan.
This report will quantitatively tell you how well your
company’s patent portfolio matches the R&D initiatives
of the US Department of Defense (DOD), and how well
your competitor’s patent activities matches the US
DOD’s R&D initiatives.
We utilize natural language processing techniques and
machine learning models to distill R&D topics from the
FY19 RDT&E budget request. We will then search for
those R&D topics in the patent portfolios of leading
defense contractors.
Vector Analytics, previously known as Vector Strategy,
has been publishing reports valued by the US DOD and
its supply chain for military body armor and armored
ground vehicles since 2007. We are now offering our
insight to a broader audience within the DOD supply
chain and we are using big data, data science, and
machine learning models to develop that insight.

Objective of This Prospectus
This type of analysis has never been published before,
not by Vector Analytics and not by other firms. We’d like
to give clients the opportunity to shape our analysis and
the deliverable we provide.
Thus, Vector Analytics wishes to engage Early Research
Investors in this project. These organizations will commit
to purchasing our report in advance for a 25% discount
off the full retail price and will receive other benefits as
an Early Research Investor that will not be provided to
organizations that purchase the report after publication.
For example, you will be able to add defense contractors
to the list of those we will cover in the report and you
may request custom drill-downs into the results of our
analysis.
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Methodology
This analysis uses a company’s patent portfolio as a proxy for their innovation (i.e. R&D) initiatives, and it uses
the US DOD’s RDT&E budget justification books to define future technologies and R&D topics that the US DOD
is investing in over the next five years. We use a natural language processing technique called “topic
modeling” to mine or discover those US DOD R&D topic areas. There are over 1,000 program elements
(budget lines) in the US DOD’s RDT&E budget; these program elements can be reorganized or categorized
into approximately 100 topics. This project “discovers” those 100 topics, then measures how well your
company’s patent portfolio addresses those 100 topics. We will also measure how well your competitors’
patent portfolio addresses those 100 topics.
We convert PDF documents to text, clean and pre-process that text, then use machine learning models to
build statistics about the words, phrases, and technology concepts used within the original PDF documents.
Other machine learning and artificial intelligence models use those statistics to mine latent topics from the
original documents and to compare sets of documents (such as the DOD budget) to other documents sets
(such as a company’s patents).
Bottom Line Up-Front: Vector Analytics’ methodology allows you to quantify how well your innovation and
R&D initiatives address US DOD R&D priorities.

Data Sources
l The RDT&E budget justification books associated with the FY19 DOD
budget request. These are approximately 20 individual volumes of
PDF documents with each having a page count of between 350 and
1,500. In total, we will parse through 400MG to 500MG of PDF files.
l Granted patents and ungranted patent applications for each
defense contractor, with filing dates of 2013 to 2017 inclusive (i.e. 5
years of patent documents for each contractor). We anticipate using
each patent’s title, abstract, and claims in our analysis.

Questions Answered in This Report
l Which defense contractors are investing in research topics important to the US DOD as evidenced by
funding in their 5-year budget plan?
l Are there research topics important to the U.S. DOD that a defense contractor is not investing in?
l How are defense contractors comparatively stacking up against each other? I.e. who is leading the
competitive pack in each DOD research topic?
l If US DOD funding amounts are indicative of the DOD’s priorities, is your company addressing the DOD’s
most important research topics?
l Which defense contractors are addressing the US DOD’s highest priority R&D initiatives?
l Which US military service is driving investment in particular research areas? Are there opportunities for
your company to work with other services who are also investing in technologies you have under
development?
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Defense Contractors Covered In This Report*
l Lockheed Martin

l L3 Technologies

l Boeing

l United Technologies

l BAE Systems

l Huntington Ingalls Industries

l Raytheon Company

l Textron

l Northrop Grumman

l Harris Corporation

l General Dynamics

l GE Aviation

l Airbus

l SAIC

*We will include 10 to 15 defense contractors in the final report. The final list of contractors that Vector
Analytics includes in the analysis will be based on the requests of our early report investors; i.e. the final list
will be shaped with client input.

DOD Agencies Whose RDT&E Budgets We Will Include**
l US Army
l US Navy
l US Marine Corps

l US Air Force
l DARPA
l Missile Defence Agency

**We plan to include the budgets from these six agencies in our report. Early report investors may request

other agencies for consideration.
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The Benefits You Receive as an Early Research Investor
As an Early Research Investor and pre-purchaser of this report, your company will receive the following
benefits and advantages over organizations that purchase the report after its publication date.
l

The opportunity to choose which defense contractors are included in the analysis.

l

A 25% discount off the full retail price of the report; and the ability to split the report cost over
two payments.

l

A preliminary briefing (or white paper) will be provided late March 2018 which presents the 100
research topics mined from the aggregated volumes of the FY19 DOD RDT&E budget. Funding
trends, service branch trends, and the program elements within each topic will be
discussed. Early Research Investors will have access to this information at least 45 days before
other report purchasers.

l

Access to Vector Analytics' subject matter experts and senior analysts during the research process
and after report publication for discussion of research trends and report conclusions.

l

The option to engage Vector Analytics in a debrief of the final report. This may be completed
either face-to-face (Vector Analytics' travel expenses will be reimbursed in addition to report
cost) or via telephone conference call(s).

l

We anticipate that after you review the final report, there will be some drill-down into the results
that we did not provide, a different way you’d like to see the results presented, or you’d like
more detail on a topic or a competitor than we presented in the final report. We will fulfill any
request you have, as long as it requires no more than 8 hours to complete.

To receive the above benefits, Early Research Investors must commit to purchasing the report by returning
a signed report purchase agreement (last page of this prospectus). At that time payment of the deposit
would also be initiated with terms of 30 days.

"We benchmark a company’s patent portfolio against a set of documents that define
the future direction of an industry sector based on words, phrases, and technology
descriptions. Our competitors just assess a company’s patent portfolio against other
companies’ portfolios based on technology codes assigned by the US Patent and
Trademark Office. The intent of those technology codes is to define the uniqueness of
patent claims; they were not designed to build technology taxonomies or quantify the
technology focus areas of a patent portfolio. Thus, our method based on natural
language processing yields more meaningful insight."
Marcia Price
Chief Analyst and CEO
Vector Analytics, Inc.
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Insight that can be drawn from
this chart:
• Topic 5 and 9 will
experience strong
expansions in funding post
FY18 (companies should
seek to participate in
these programs).
• Topic 8 enjoyed strong
DOD RDT&E investment in
FY17 to FY19, but funding
dries up post FY20,
perhaps as this topic
transitions to production.
• Companies should
investigate Topic 1 and
make sure they are
innovating in this area.
Though not strongly
funded today, funding
picks up steam post FY19.

Insight that can be drawn
from this chart:
• Topics 6 and 17 are
very important to the
DOD, but no
companies are
innovating in these
topic areas.
• Company E is leading
innovation on Topics 8
and 9, two topics
important to the DOD.
• Most companies are
investing in Topics 1,
19 and 20; but these
topics appear not
important to the DOD.
Are the companies
misaligning their
innovation strategies?
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About Vector Analytics
Vector Analytics (previously known as Vector Strategy) uses data science and big data to develop predictive
innovation analytics for organizations in the advanced materials, aerospace and defense, and high tech
industries. We provide solutions that allow end users to align their R&D, product, and technology development
strategies with future trends and quantify their technology and product portfolios.
Vector Analytics has a unique ability to succinctly communicate analytics and market research results to
executive management at major corporations. Hewlett Packard, Epson, 3M, Alcoa, Avery Dennison, Honeywell,
BAE Systems, DuPont, Owens Corning, and the US Department of Defense are among the organizations that
have repeatedly turned to Vector Analytics for insight.
Our software engines leverage machine learning models and natural language processing (NLP) techniques
assembled in proprietary algorithmic pipelines to mine insight from large, unconnected sources of text and
structured data. Our models and NLP techniques are disruptive because they are built upon the leading-edge
intellectual property of our co-founders and the scholarly work of the University of North Carolina Charlotte’s
Text Analytics Lab.

Timeline for Project
Deadline for Early Research Investor Commitment.

February 28, 2018

Early Research Investors provide feedback on Contractors to be included in
analysis.

March 15, 2018

Vector Analytics mines FY19 budget documents for research topics.

February 2018

Vector Analytics provides briefing that discusses research topics found across all
services FY19 RDT&E budgets and funding trends by program element associated
with each topic.

March 30, 2018

Vector Analytics analyzes contractor patent portfolios for research topics.

March and April
2018
April 30, 2018

Vector Analytics provides final report that presents full analysis as described in
this prospectus.
Debriefing sessions with Early Research Investors (via telephone or face-to-face).

May 2018

Early Research Investors develop criteria for and request custom drill-down into
the results.

May 2018

Vector Analytics provides Early Research Investors with their custom drill-down.

June 2018

Who Should Buy This Report
This report is essential for business executives and analysts responsible for the management of technology
development, R&D, product development, innovation, and strategy development. The report provides
intelligence needed to prioritize R&D investment strategies, manage patent portfolios, strategize technology
development strategies, and focus your company’s innovation and R&D development on activities that will
align your company with US DOD R&D goals.

Report Pricing
The full retail price of Vector Analytics’ report titled “Alignment of Defense Contractors’ Innovation Strategies
with US DOD RDT&E Plans: Winners and Losers” is $9,950. Early Research Investors receive a 25% discount off
this price and other benefits outlined on page 5 of this prospectus.
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Purchasing Agreement for Early Research Investors
By signing this agreement, your company is making a commitment to be an Early Research Investor in Vector Analytics’
report titled Alignment of Defense Contractors’ Innovation Strategies with US DOD RDT&E Plans: Winners and
Losers. The contents of this report are described in this prospectus. As an Early Research Investor, your company will
be entitled to the benefits described on page 5 of this prospectus.
Early Research Investors must commit to purchasing the report by returning this signed report purchase agreement. The
full price of this report is $9,950. Early Research Investors receive a 25% discount off the full price; thus the price for Early
Research Investors is $7,462. Payment of a 50% deposit or $3,731 will be initiated upon signature of this agreement
(payment terms are 30 days). The remaining 50% of the purchase price or $3,731 will be invoiced upon publication and
electronic delivery of the final report. That invoice will also have payment terms of 30 days.
Purchases may be made via check, credit card, wire transfer, or EFT. Invoices or quotations will be provided upon receipt
of a signed agreement. Please contact our office at 910-585-6228 for more information.

Early Research Investor Information:
FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

COMPANY:

PHONE NUMBER:

JOB TITLE:

EMAIL:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

SIGNATURE

Please Tell Us What You Need Next:
¡ Quote to generate PO
¡ Invoice

Vector Analytics

Phone: 910-585-6228
Email: mprice@vector-analytics.com

STATE:

POSTAL CODE

DATE

Likely Method of Payment:
¡ Credit card
¡ Electronic funds transfer
¡ Paper check
¡ Unknown at this time

1800 Camden Road, Suite 107-265
Charlotte, NC 28203
www.vector-analytics.com

